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We provide more safety in the workplace!
Founded in 1918, Suva is a modern, customer-oriented service enter-
prise. Throughout Switzerland, it insures approximately 1.8 million
employees in more than 100,000 companies as well as unemployed
persons against the consequences of occupational accidents, occu-
pational diseases and leisure-time accidents.

In Switzerland, Suva is mandated by law to play a central role in 
the promotion of safety and health protection in the workplace. In
conjunction with employers and employees, it promotes and monitors
occupational safety – for the benefit of all. Suva is non-profit oriented
and receives no subsidies.

Enjoy top-quality design and technology!
We set great store by design and technically superior solutions. 
A harmonious blend of safety, functionality and quality guarantee 
the long service life of our products.

A combination of protection and aids to better working practices
Suva safety equipment offers reliable protection against occupational
accidents and is a real aid to better working practices.
In recent years, the use of Suva safety equipment has demonstrably
brought about an enormous reduction in occupational accidents
involving woodworking machinery.

Out in front in Europe
Suva safety equipment conforms to all EC regulations. Prestigious
European machine tool manufacturers fit Suva safety equipment as
standard to their machine tools. Existing machinery can be easily
retrofitted with Suva safety equipment, too. Suva can offer the appro-
priate solutions.

You can rely on us!
Our safety equipment has proved its worth a thousand times under
tough working conditions. It guarantees decades of trouble-free use.
Should any part fail in service, replacements can be supplied within 
1–2 days. A promise is a promise!

Suva – your partner
Our staff will be pleased to provide any information you require.
They can be reached by telephone at +41 (0)41 419 5101 or 5227 
or by fax at +41 (0)41 419 5880.

We are ISO 9001-certified

Suva safety equipment
Enjoy maximum safety at work!

SQS
ISO 9001
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Safety equipment for circular saws

S 315 
Safety guard and extraction hood for bench and sizing 
circular saws with blade diameters between 250 and 315 mm

S 91
Safety guard and extraction hood for bench and sizing 
circular saws with blade diameters between 315 and 450 mm

B 90
Safety guard for use with construction-site circular saws 
with blade diameters between 400 and 500 mm

Safety equipment for surface planers

Suvamatic
Safety equipment for surface planers

Safety equipment for spindle moulders

Safety guards and thrust units
Safety guards for spindle moulders

Curve-cutting safety guard
For tools up to 220 mm in diameter

Side-thrust fixtures
To help you cut vertical, panel-shaped workpieces in safety

Support fixture
For cutting shouldered workpieces on spindle moulders

Aluminium fence plates
The ideal replacement for old wooden or inaccurate spindle
moulder fences

Accessories for circular saws

Riving knives for circular saw blades
For circular saw blades with diameters between 150 and 
800 mm

Clamping devices
Indispensable for attaching sacrificial wood backing to an
angle fence
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Fence inserts
For increased safety when ripping thin, narrow workpieces

Accessories for surface planers

Set of fittings for a chamfering jig
Jig for planing chamfers

Accessories for spindle moulders

Set of fittings for a dovetailing fence
Fence for routing dovetails

Set of fittings for a clamping jig
Clamping jig with a division plate for spindle moulders

Fence lip and moulding board (synthetic material)

T-slot sections and adjustable fences

General accessories 

Pusher handles / Twin hook for handles
A universal design to fit all pushers  
Pushers are always close at hand thanks to the twin hook

Locators for patterns / Universal handles
Workpieces can be machined using a pattern 
Particularly suitable for moulding to templates

Hoses / Hose clips 
For connecting safety equipment to dust extraction systems 
For attaching hoses securely
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The S 315 safety guard and extraction hood is attached to the riving
knife. It completely covers the circular saw blade over the workpiece.
The guard can be connected to a chip extraction system by means of
a hose with an internal diameter of 38 mm.

The S 315 safety guard set consists of an S 315 safety guard and
extraction hood and a special riving knife (dependent on machine).

■ Lowers itself automatically into the safe position and adapts to the
thickness of the workpiece

■ Can be tilted and reliably covers the circular saw blade in any position

■ The guard can be quickly removed and refitted when making con-
cealed cuts. The riving knife need not be removed for this

■ Transparent for a good view of the workpiece and the saw blade

■ Easy to fit

S 315 safety guard (without a riving knife)
Safety guard with side shield and bearers plus attachment support for
attachment to a riving knife.

Article no. 27198

Benefits

Scope of supply

S 315 safety guard and extraction hood
For bench and sizing circular saws with blade diameters between 250 and 315 mm

Widely acclaimed
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Suva
Safety Products Service Centre
P.O. Box 4358, CH-6002 Lucerne
Tel. +41 (0) 41 419 5101 or 5227
Fax +41 (0) 41 419 58 80
E-mail: sicherheitsprodukte@suva.ch

Riving knife
Suva requires the name and model of the relevant machine in order 
to identify the thickness of the special riving knife for the S 315 safety
guard.

Article no. varies according to the machine.

Scoring blade guard
An S 315 safety guard can also be fitted with a scoring blade guard.
This is fitted to the front of the guard and can be swung away when
not required.

Article no. 27242

We require the following information for orders:
– Machine name and model
– Thickness of the existing riving knife

(q. v. pp. 28–29)

Accessories

Orders
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The purpose of the S 91 safety guard and extraction hood is to 
reliably protect an operator’s hands from the spinning saw blade in
joineries. It completely covers the circular saw blade above the work-
piece. The guard can be raised parallel to the worktable by means 
of an adjuster. It can be connected to the chip extraction system by
means of a hose with an internal diameter of 80 mm.

The circular saw safety guard set consists of an S91 narrow or 
an S91 narrow and wide safety guard and extraction hood, the
installation material and whatever accessories are required.

■ Lowers itself automatically into the safe position 

■ Can be locked in any position 

■ Transparent and impact-resistant

■ Offers a good view of the cut

■ Rails and other parts can be replaced

S 91 narrow safety guard 
S 91 narrow safety guard for circular saws without a blade-tilting 
feature. 
The adjuster is supplied as standard with a spindle 26 mm in 
diameter and 400 mm long (article no. 8782).

S91 narrow safety guard
(including adjuster)
Article no. 58
Spindle 26 mm in diameter, 400 mm long
Article no. 8782

Benefits

Scope of supply

S 91 safety guard and extraction hood
For bench and sizing circular saws with blade diameters between 315 and 450 mm

A success story
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Suva
Safety Products Service Centre
P.O. Box 4358, CH-6002 Lucerne
Tel. +41 (0) 41 419 5101 or 5227
Fax +41 (0) 41 419 58 80
E-mail: sicherheitsprodukte@suva.ch

S 91 narrow and wide safety guard
S 91 safety guard, narrow, with additional replaceable wide hood 
for circular saws with tilting saw blades.
The adjuster is supplied as standard with a spindle 26 mm in 
diameter and 400 mm long (article no. 8782).

S 91 narrow and wide safety guard
(including adjuster) 
Article no. 61
Spindle 26 mm in diameter, 
400 mm long
Article no. 8782

Types of installation
A variety of installation materials is available for installing the safety
guard dependent on the machine in use. The safety guard is usually
attached to the machine by a tubular stand.

Attached to the machine
The safety guard can be fitted either with or without a swivelling unit.

Ceiling installation (fixed or can be raised)

Installation 
material for S 91
safety guards
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Suva
Safety Products Service Centre
P.O. Box 4358, CH-6002 Lucerne
Tel. +41 (0) 41 419 5101 or 5227
Fax +41 (0) 41 419 58 80
E-mail: sicherheitsprodukte@suva.ch

Wall installation Floor installation

We can also provide information on additional types of instal la-
tion on request (e.g. using the existing tubular stand with a 
connector).

Installation dimensions
The tubular stand used to hold the safety guard can be locally 
manufactured by the user or obtained from us. This is manufactured
in accordance with the type of machine concerned.

Dimensions in mm
Ø a = 315 e = 325
Ø a = 350 e = 310
Ø a = 400 e = 280
Ø a = 450 e = 260

47
3

e
Ø

a

Ø78
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Scoring blade guard
The guard serves to protect the operator’s hands from the spinning
scoring blade, but is only required when dimension x is greater than
470 mm.

Article no. 208

Swivelling unit
This unit allows the guard to swivel when making concealed cuts on
large workpieces. It also contains a fork section that can be welded
to locally manufactured tubular stands.

Article no. 297

We require the following information for orders:
– Machine type and model (for attachment material)
– Information on the type of installation
– Article no.

S 91 safety guard 
accessories

Orders

x = 470
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The B 90 safety guard was developed by Suva’s accident-prevention
specialists and experts from the construction industry. The introduc-
tion of this safety guard has led to an enormous and demonstrable
reduction in the frequency of accidents caused by construction-site
circular saws.

The safety guard consists of a complete B 90 safety guard 
(available with or without chip extraction connections), a tubular
stand and installation material.

■ Lowers itself automatically into the safe position

■ Adapts to the height of the workpiece

■ Offers a clear, transparent view of the cut

■ Expedites work (light pressure is exerted on the workpiece)

■ Robustly made and easy to use

■ Can be fitted to most construction-site circular saws (except for 
construction-site circular saws with blade-tilting facility)

■ Rails and other parts can be replaced

B 90 safety guard
B 90 safety guard, complete, including cross-clamp for attachment 
to a tubular stand.

Article no. 14

Benefits

Scope of supply

B 90 safety guard
For use with construction-site circular saws 
with blade diameters between 400 and 500 mm

For indispensable
protection
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Suva
Safety Products Service Centre
P.O. Box 4358, CH-6002 Lucerne
Tel. +41 (0) 41 419 5101 or 5227
Fax +41 (0) 41 419 58 80
E-mail: sicherheitsprodukte@suva.ch

B 90 safety guard with chip extraction connection
For connection to a chip extraction system, including a cross-clamp
connector for attachment to a tubular stand.

Article no. 14083

Tubular stand
The tubular stand required to install a B 90 safety guard can be made
by the purchaser or obtained from Suva.

The tubular stand (installation material) is manufactured individually to
suit the machine to which it is to be fitted.

Installation dimensions in mm

Installation 
material for a 
B 90 safety guard 

~ 290 (saw-blade diameter = 400-450)
~ 260 (saw-blade diameter = 500)

Installation 
material

Table

32
3 

±
 1

m
ax

.

min. 45

max. 50

min. 160

Saw-blade centreline

m
in

. 
51

0
13

0

50x50x4

40x40x3
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Suva
Safety Products Service Centre
P.O. Box 4358, CH-6002 Lucerne
Tel. +41 (0) 41 419 5101 or 5227
Fax +41 (0) 41 419 58 80
E-mail: sicherheitsprodukte@suva.ch

Lighting
This light fitting provides optimum workplace illumination on 
construction saws. It can be fitted to all B 90 safety guard tubular
stands using the special light bracket. It provides an even spread 
of light and remains cool.

Technical data
■ 230V AC, 48W (PL 2 x 24W), energy-saving tubes
■ 3600 lumens, life expectancy approx. 8,000 hours
■ 1 integral socket, type 13, with spring-loaded cover, splash- and

dustproof
■ Rubber connecting cable 5 metres long H07RN-F 3G1.5 mm2, 

oil-resistant
■ Polycarbonate housing with rubber surround
■ IP 44 CE tested, splash- and dustproof
■ Robust, zinc plated lampholder

Article no. 18216

We require the following information for orders:
– Machine type and model 

(to enable us to manufacture the tubular stand)
– Article no. of the safety guard required

B 90 safety guard
accessories

Orders
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A Suvamatic is an indispensable aid when surface planing and jointing
workpieces on a surface planer.

■ Safe protection from the cutterblock
The full planing width is protected by a single cutterblock guard. 
It can be folded down using a hinged locking system

■ Practical workpiece infeed
The cutterblock guard is fitted with a pressure pad and a foldable
guide on the jointing fence side

■ Pressure application to assist work
During jointing operations, the cutterblock guard exerts pressure 
in the direction of the jointing fence. After jointing it resumes its safe
position by itself

■ Self-lifting and lowering
During planing operations, the cutterblock guard lifts the work piece
guide by itself. After planing, it lowers itself into the safe position

■ Guard can be locked in position for batch jobs
During batch jobs, the cutterblock guard can be locked at workpiece
height

■ One model fits all
The cutterblock guard can be fitted to all surface planers

Benefits

Suvamatic
Safety equipment for surface planers

Tried and tested 
a thousand times

under arduous
conditions
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Suva
Safety Products Service Centre
P.O. Box 4358, CH-6002 Lucerne
Tel. +41 (0) 41 419 5101 or 5227
Fax +41 (0) 41 419 58 80
E-mail: sicherheitsprodukte@suva.ch

One-piece guard
SUVAMATIC planer safety equipment, one-piece guard
Usable length (l) up to a maximum of 340 mm Article no. 19

Two-piece guard
SUVAMATIC planer safety equipment, two-piece guard
Usable length (l) from 340-515 mm Article no. 15
Usable length (l) from 340-655 mm Article no. 16
Usable length (l) from 340-755 mm Article no. 17

Three-piece guard
SUVAMATIC planer safety equipment, three-piece guard
Usable length (l) > 755 mm Article no. 20

Infeed system, wide version
Fitted with a universal infeed guide that does not need to be folded
away for planing and jointing work. Particularly suitable for use in 
carpentry shops.
The guide can be raised to open the table, thereby allowing the 
cutterblock guard to be withdrawn fully.

Article no. 12925

Scope of supply

Accessories
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An Allen key is supplied as standard together with the fixing screws
(invoiced separately). We can also supply the correct installation
material for your machine on request.

Installation dimensions in mm
b = maximum planing width
l = usable length

We require the following information for orders:
– Machine name and model
– Maximum planing width (b)
– Usable length (l)
– Article no.

Installation 
material
(dependent on
machine)

Orders

Cutterblock centreline

70 53 M8

72
90

m
ax

. 
75

m
ax

. 
55

0

b l

m
in

. 
22

5
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Swivelling version

Folding version

These safety guards are indispensable accessories for the continuous
and shouldered moulding of workpieces against the fence.

These safety guards consist of a swivelling unit or a folding unit
and the safety guard and thrust-tool set.

■ Safe guard over the cutting tool

■ Optimum protection

■ Practical working aid

■ Easy to use

■ Pressure against the workpiece is adjustable

■ Suitable for straight workpieces with different sections

Benefits

Safety guards and thrust units
Safety guards for spindle moulders

Tough enough 
for anything!
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Suva
Safety Products Service Centre
P.O. Box 4358, CH-6002 Lucerne
Tel. +41 (0) 41 419 5101 or 5227
Fax +41 (0) 41 419 58 80
E-mail: sicherheitsprodukte@suva.ch

The safety guards are available in two versions, which are fitted in 
different ways - as a version that can be swung sideways out of 
the way on the machine table or as a folding version attached to 
the fence casing.

It allows the safety guards and thrust units to be swung out of 
the way when not in use (e.g. during tool changes or when using 
a feeder). It is available in three versions with different feet 
(q.v. dimensioned drawing).

Foot a =    80 mm (standard version) Article no. 8436
Foot a =  165 mm Article no. 8437
Foot a =  250 mm Article no. 8438

Installation dimensions in mm

Scope of supply

Swivelling unit

0
18

2
16

4

0
18

2
16

4

600

M12

Swivelling columns

a = 80 (standard)
165 or 250

40
0

12
0

15

R600

47
0.

5

47
2
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Suva
Safety Products Service Centre
P.O. Box 4358, CH-6002 Lucerne
Tel. +41 (0) 41 419 5101 or 5227
Fax +41 (0) 41 419 58 80
E-mail: sicherheitsprodukte@suva.ch

This allows the safety guards and thrust units to be raised when 
the latter are not in use (e.g. when changing tools or when using 
a feeder). As standard, it is attached directly to the fence casing 
(q.v. dimensioned drawing).

Article no. 24171

Installation dimensions in mm

Hinged feature

427

386 62

Ø 11

90

30

75 10
0

33
0

42
8.

5

26
8.

5
16

0
+

10
– 

10

10
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Standard version for Switzerland
The tool set consists of a transparent polycarbonate cover, a hexag o-
nal bar and three interchangeable thrust shoes with one auxiliary
block each. Suitable for use with straight workpieces with different
sections.

Article no. 8749

Optional model for use outside Switzerland
The set consists of a transparent polycarbonate cover, a hexagonal
bar and a thrust-tool holder with a fixed universal thrust block. It can
accommodate almost all workpieces.

Article no. 8747

We require the following information for orders:
– Machine type and model (for attachment material)
– Article no.

Safety guard and
thrust-tool set

Orders
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The curve-cutting safety guard allows curved workpieces to be
safely and economically shaped.

■ Good view of the workpiece from above and from the front, thanks to
the window and the transparent guard

■ Pressure on the workpiece can be adjusted

■ Integral chip and dust extraction

■ Very robust aluminium die casting

■ Quick and easy to adjust

■ Available in different versions

Model T
fitted to the table
BASIC VERSION
For moulding curved workpieces. A ball-bearing race or a curve-
cutting fence can be used as a fence. Consists of a curve-cutting
safety guard, integral feed guide and two screws for installation 
on the machine table.

Article no. 9534 

Benefits

Scopes of supply

Curve-cutting safety guard
For tools up to 220 mm in diameter

Quality that 
pays for itself
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Suva
Safety Products Service Centre
P.O. Box 4358, CH-6002 Lucerne
Tel. +41 (0) 41 419 5101 or 5227
Fax +41 (0) 41 419 58 80
E-mail: sicherheitsprodukte@suva.ch

Model S
Attachment to an existing SWIVELLING UNIT (q. v. p. 17)
For moulding curve-shaped workpieces. A ball-bearing race is used
as a fence. Consists of a curve-cutting guard, with adapter and an
integral feed guide.

Article no. 9535 

Curve-cutting fences
Two curve-cutting fences for large and small curves with the required
fixing bolts

Article no. 9537

Fine adjustment
Fine adjustment for the curve-cutting fence, for the precise adjust-
ment of the cutting depth

Article no. 9539

Accessories
for model T
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Suva
Safety Products Service Centre
P.O. Box 4358, CH-6002 Lucerne
Tel. +41 (0) 41 419 5101 or 5227
Fax +41 (0) 41 419 58 80
E-mail: sicherheitsprodukte@suva.ch

Curve-cutting fences
Two curve-cutting fences for large and small curves with the required
fixing bolts

Fine adjustment
Clamping device with integral fine adjustment for curve-cutting
fences, for the precise adjustment of the cutting depth

Article no. 9538 (curve-cutting fences + fine adjustment)

N.B.
An M12 threaded hole is necessary in the machine table for the
clamping device.

On the model S, the curve-cutting fences can only be used in
conjunction with the fine adjustment (the fine adjustment also
serves to support the curve-cutting guard).

We require the following information for orders
– Machine type and model
– Article no. of the curve-cutting safety guard version required and 

the accessory

We can also supply a curve-cutting safety guard for attachment
to the old KK-60 spindle moulder safety guard.
Please contact us for further information.

Accessories
for model S

Orders
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The side-thrust fixture covers the tool and presses the workpiece
against the machine fence. For the upper guide, a guide rail is 
inserted into the swivelling unit.

■ Enables tall workpieces to be cut

■ Sprung wood insert to spread the side thrust

Side-thrust fixture
With a guide rail for tall workpieces, flexible wood insert and handle
for tall pushers

Article no. 14362

Side-thrust fixture for old KK-60 spindle moulder safety guards 
With a guide rail for tall workpieces, sprung wood insert and handle
for tall pushers

Article no. 14592

Benefits

Scope of supply

Side-thrust fixtures
To help you cut vertical, panel-shaped workpieces in safety

Accessories of
superior design
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The support fixture ensures optimum safety when shaping shouldered
workpieces. Thanks to its adjustable stop latches, it can be quickly
adjusted to accommodate a wide variety of workpieces. Workpieces
can be easily inserted and withdrawn.

■ Optimum safety when shaping shouldered workpieces

■ The support fixture serves to prevent kickback, functions as an infeed
fence and also functions as an end stop with an additional stop latch

■ Can be easily and swiftly fitted to all spindle shapers with Meteor or
Suva fence plates

■ Additional stop latches or an aluminium extension rod can also be 
fitted

Support fixture for existing fence plates

Article no. 12035
for 120 mm-high fences, comprising:

1 aluminium section, 1.5 m Article no. 11975
2 attachments Article no. 11992
1 attachment for stop latch Article no. 11993
1 stop latch, 120 mm Article no. 11990

Benefits

Scope of supply

Support fixture
For cutting shouldered workpieces on spindle moulders

For optimum 
safety
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Suva
Safety Products Service Centre
P.O. Box 4358, CH-6002 Lucerne
Tel. +41 (0) 41 419 5101 or 5227
Fax +41 (0) 41 419 58 80
E-mail: sicherheitsprodukte@suva.ch

Article no. 12036
for 150 mm-high fences, comprising:

1 aluminium section, 1.5 m Article no. 11975
2 attachments Article no. 11992
1 attachment for stop latch Article no. 11993
1 stop latch, 150 mm Article no. 11991

Support fixture with Suva fence plates

Article no. 13109, comprising:

1 150 mm fence plate, RH, complete Article no. 11994
1 150 mm fence plate, LH, complete Article no. 11995
1 aluminium section for support fixture, 1.5m Article no. 11975
1 150 mm stop latch, complete Article no. 12033
2 eccentric clamps with two M12 clamping 

levers and 2 washers Article no. 12661
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Suva
Safety Products Service Centre
P.O. Box 4358, CH-6002 Lucerne
Tel. +41 (0) 41 419 5101 or 5227
Fax +41 (0) 41 419 58 80
E-mail: sicherheitsprodukte@suva.ch

Stop latch

Stop latch with attachment support
for 120 mm-high fences Article no. 12032
for 150 mm-high fences Article no. 12033

Extension

Aluminium section extension, 1.5 m with connector
Article no. 12034

Accessories for
spindle moulders
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These fence plates can be fitted to any existing fence thanks to the
eccentric clamp method of attachment. They ensure that workpieces
can be manufactured with perfect dimensional accuracy. These fence
plates are made of aluminium and hard-anodised. The T-slot sections
are replaceable.

■ Precision manufactured

■ Long service life

■ Can be combined with the support fixture

Set of fence plates

Article no. 13173
Set of fence plates, complete, for 150 mm-high fences,
comprising:

1 fence plate with T-slot section rail, RH, complete,
height = 150 mm, length = 500 mm Article no. 12659

1 fence plate with T-slot section rail, LH, complete,
height = 150 mm, length = 500 mm Article no. 12660

2 clamping eccentrics with two M12 
clamping levers and 2 washers Article no. 12661

Benefits

Scope of supply

Aluminium fence plates
The ideal replacement for old wooden or inaccurate spindle moulder fences

For precise work



For a circular saw blade with a You need
diameter between riving knife size

150–250 mm 250

251–350 mm 350

351–450 mm 450

451–500 mm 500

501–600 mm 600

601–800 mm 800

28

Riving knives correspond to DIN standard 38820 and can be 
correctly adjusted in Suva and DIN riving knife holders. Correctly
adjusted riving knives significantly reduce the danger of work -
pieces being violently ejected from the machine.

How to determine the right riving knife:
– Work out the size of the riving knife
– Calculate the riving knife thickness
– Select the riving knife from the range of sizes

Riving knife size

Riving knives for circular saw blades
For circular saw blades with diameters between 150 and 800 mm

Working safely
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Suva
Safety Products Service Centre
P.O. Box 4358, CH-6002 Lucerne
Tel. +41 (0) 41 419 5101 or 5227
Fax +41 (0) 41 419 58 80
E-mail: sicherheitsprodukte@suva.ch

The thickness of the riving knife (e) must be less than the kerf (B), but
no less than the thickness of the saw blade centre (b). 

Rule for determining the thickness of a riving knife:

If the appropriate thickness (mm) is not available, you should choose:

the next smaller thickness for set saw blades
the next larger thickness for tungsten carbide saw blades

Riving knife
thickness

Range of riving 
knives

e = B + b
2

Riving knife size 250

Thickness 1.8 mm Article no. 726

Thickness 2.0 mm Article no. 727

Thickness 2.2 mm Article no. 728

Thickness 2.5 mm Article no. 729

Thickness 2.8 mm Article no. 730 

Thickness 3.0 mm Article no. 731

Riving knife size 350

Thickness 2.2 mm Article no. 732

Thickness 2.5 mm Article no. 733

Thickness 2.8 mm Article no. 734

Thickness 3.2 mm Article no. 735

Thickness 3.6 mm Article no. 736

Riving knife size 500

Thickness 3.0 mm Article no. 177

Thickness 3.5 mm Article no. 178

Thickness 4.0 mm Article no. 179

Riving knife size 450

Thickness 2.5 mm Article no. 172

Thickness 2.8 mm Article no. 173

Thickness 3.2 mm Article no. 174

Thickness 3.6 mm Article no. 175

Thickness 4.0 mm Article no. 176

Riving knife size 600

Thickness 3.0 mm Article no. 180

Thickness 3.5 mm Article no. 181

Thickness 4.0 mm Article no. 182

Thickness 4.5 mm Article no. 183

Riving knife size 800

Thickness 4.0 mm Article no. 184

Thickness 4.5 mm Article no. 185

e b
B
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A clamping device is an indispensable aid for attaching a sacrificial
wood backing to the angle fence. Clamping units can be fitted to
most angle fences.

The complete clamping device consists of a stud, a clamp 
bearing, T-nut or threaded bearing and a clamp.

■ The sacrificial backing is fitted to prevent the cutting edge from 
tearing

■ The backing can be fitted and removed quickly. The clamping device
is particularly suitable whenever the backing has to be replaced 
frequently

■ Workpieces can be quickly and easily cut to a line

Stud with star knob
The stud can be screwed into the fence section or into the T-nut by
hand. This makes it possible to move it or replace it easily.

Article no. 695 

Benefits

Scope of supply

Clamping devices
For use on circular saws

Accessories 
for working 

economically

34
10

7

14
1

25
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Suva
Safety Products Service Centre
P.O. Box 4358, CH-6002 Lucerne
Tel. +41 (0) 41 419 5101 or 5227
Fax +41 (0) 41 419 58 80
E-mail: sicherheitsprodukte@suva.ch

Clamp bearing for attachment to aluminium box sections 
with C-section slots, TOP

Item 1:
1x clamping plate 100 x 30 x 6 mm

Item 2:
1x T-nut 100 x 25 x 6 mm

Article no. 717

Item 1:
1x clamping plate 100 x 40 x 6 mm

Item 2:
1x T-nut 100 x 27.5 x 6 mm 

Article no. 716

Clamp bearing for attachment to aluminium box sections 
with C-section slots, SIDE

The clamp bearings (item 1) are 
60 mm long. They are each 
threaded M12 for the stud. 
Two holes are provided for the 
M6 attachment screws.

T-nut width = 35 mm Article no.   720
T-nut width = 30 mm Article no. 8494
T-nut width = 25 mm Article no. 8495
T-nut width = 20 mm Article no. 8496
T-nut length on all versions = 60 mm
T-nut thickness on all versions = 4.0 mm

Please state dimensions a, b, c and d when ordering the clamp bearing
(SIDE).

The parts for
fitting the stud

Item 1

Item 2
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Item 2
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Threaded bearing for attachment to thin-walled angle sections

The clamp bearings (item 1) are
80 mm long. They are threaded
M12 for the stud. Two threaded
holes are provided for the M10
attachment screws.

Length 80 mm
1 hole threaded M12
2 holes threaded M10

Article no. 1181

Clamping devices
Clamps are available with different throat dimensions (a).

Throat dimension a = 45 mm Article no. 696
Throat dimension a = 70 mm Article no. 697
Throat dimension a = 95 mm Article no. 698
Throat dimension a = 120 mm Article no. 699
Throat dimension a = 140 mm Article no. 700

Stud with spanner flats

An M12 thread must be cut in the
angle fence. The stud is screwed
in place using an open-ended
spanner.

Article no. 1279 

Scope of supply

35

20

a

13
5

15

Item 1
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Clamp bearing for attachment to aluminium box sections 
with C-section slots, SIDE

The clamp bearings (item 1) are
60 mm long. They are each
threaded M12 for the stud. Two
holes are provided for the M6
attachment screws.

T-nut width = 35 mm Article no.  720
T-nut width = 30 mm Article no. 8494
T-nut width = 25 mm Article no. 8495
T-nut width = 20 mm Article no. 8496
T-nut length on all versions = 60 mm
T-nut thickness on all versions = 4.0 mm

Please state dimensions a, b, c and d when ordering clamp bearings
(SIDE).

Threaded bearing for attachment to thin-walled angle sections

The clamp bearings (item 1) are
80 mm long. They are threaded
M12 for the stud. Two threaded
holes are provided for the M10
attachment screws.

Length 80 mm
1 hole threaded M12
2 holes threaded M10

Article no. 1181

The parts for
fitting the stud

35

20
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Clamping devices
Clamps are available with different throat dimensions (a)

Throat dimension a =  45 mm Article no. 696
Throat dimension a =  70 mm Article no. 697
Throat dimension a =  95 mm Article no. 698
Throat dimension a = 120 mm Article no. 699
Throat dimension a = 140 mm Article no. 700

Stud with star knob and clamping plate
The stud can be screwed into the fence section or into the 
T-nut by hand. The clamping plate (40 x 40 mm) gives the 
stud a better grip.

Article no. 796 

Scope of supply

a

34
15

7
6

19
1

25
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T-nut for installation in dovetail slots

Length 60 mm
Thread M12

Article no 1173 

T-nuts for installation in C-section slots

Length 70 mm
Thread M12

Width b = 30 mm Article no. 1183
Width b = 27 mm Article no. 1184
Width b = 25 mm Article no. 1185

Clamping devices
Clamps are available with different throat dimensions (a)

Throat dimension a =  45 mm Article no. 696
Throat dimension a =  70 mm Article no. 697
Throat dimension a =  95 mm Article no. 698
Throat dimension a = 120 mm Article no. 699
Throat dimension a = 140 mm Article no. 700

The parts for
stud installation

a

23,5

35

10

b

6
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The insert is attached to the saw fence where it can be repositioned
to suit requirements. It prevents the fence or the insert from exceed-
ing the maximum permissible height of 15 mm in the area of the 
safety guard and allows the safety guard to lower itself onto the 
workpiece.

■ Does not affect the safety function of the parallel fence

■ Simple to fit and remove

Fence inserts, complete
Each insert consists of a wooden insert, a short piece of angle, 
a clamping screw with a star knob and four countersunk chipboard
screws.

100 x 40 mm, A = 80 mm Article no. 1007
60 x 36 mm, A = 66 mm Article no.  682
60 x 36 mm, A = 71 mm Article no.  691
60 x 36 mm, A = 76 mm Article no.  681
60 x 30 mm, A = 48 mm Article no.  686

Special version
100 x 40 mm, A = 80 mm 
(threaded seat) Article no. 1009

Benefits

Scope of supply

Fence inserts
For increased safety when ripping thin, narrow workpieces

More safety

A
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This is a complete set of fittings. The wooden parts must be made 
by the customer in accordance with the instructions supplied.

■ Ensures an even chamfer

■ Covers the cutter block

■ Easy to fit and remove

Set of fittings for a chamfering jig
The parts are only supplied as a complete set and are not available
individually.

Article no. 724

Benefits

Scope of supply

Set of fittings for a chamfering jig
Jig for planing chamfers

More precision
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The wooden parts must be made by the customer in accordance 
with the instructions supplied.

Set of fittings for a dovetailing fence
The parts are only supplied as a complete set and are not available
individually.

Article no. 737

Scope of supply

Set of fittings for a dovetailing fence
Fence for routing dovetails

The timesaver
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This is a complete set of fittings. The wooden parts must be made 
by the customer in accordance with the instructions supplied.

Set of fittings for a clamping jig
The parts are only supplied as a complete set and are not available
individually.

Article no. 8480

Scope of supply

Set of fittings for a clamping jig
Clamping jig with a division plate for spindle moulders

The special jig
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Scope of supply

Fence lip and moulding board 
(synthetic material)

For neat work

The fence lip and the moulding board are sacrificial items and must
be replaced from time to time to ensure neat, precise work.

Fence lip

Article no. 8816
Fence lip, 150 x 80 mm, complete, comprising:

1 fence lip, 150 x 80 mm Article no. 8805
2 M8 T-nuts, brass Article no.  855
2 M8 x 16 galvanized cheesehead screws Article no. 1390
2 fibre washers, Ø 13/8.4 x 1.0 mm Article no. 8806

Moulding board

Article no. 8815
Moulding board, 260 x 130 mm, complete, comprising:

1 moulding board, 260 x 130 mm Article no. 8804
4 M8 T-nuts, brass Article no.  855
4 M8 x 16 galvanized cheesehead screws Article no. 1390
4 fibre washers, Ø 13/8.4 x 1.0 mm Article no. 8806
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These sections, which fit on the fence, are used to attach the fence
lips, moulding board and adjustable fences. They allow workpieces 
to be used safely on spindle moulders.

T-slot sections
The section is available in two different heights.

T-slot section 122 x 55 mm Article no. 8937
T-slot section 142 x 55 mm Article no. 8807

Adjustable fences made of aluminium, complete
These are available in different sizes, complete or individually.

Scope of supply

T-slot sections and adjustable fences

Indispensable
accessories
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Adjustable fences, complete, comprising

1 adjustable fence (article no. is dependent on size)
195 x  3 mm Article no.  8812
195 x  6 mm Article no.  8814
260 x  3 mm Article no.  8808
260 x  6 mm Article no.  8809
300 x  3 mm Article no. 12640
300 x  6 mm Article no.  8810
300 x 10 mm Article no. 18174

2 M8 T-nuts, brass Article no.  855
2 M8 x 16 cheesehead screws, galvanized Article no. 1390
2 fibre washers, Ø 13/8.4 x 1.0 mm Article no. 8806

Adjustable fences, individual

195 x  3 mm Article no. 8802
195 x  6 mm Article no. 8803
260 x  3 mm Article no. 8799
260 x  6 mm Article no. 8800
300 x  3 mm Article no. 12639
300 x  6 mm Article no. 8801
300 x 10 mm Article no. 18173
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Pushers often have to be replaced. Suva handles can be quickly
attached to and removed from pushers without the need for any
tools. They fit all pushers and ensure safe and economical working.

Handles, right- and left-hand
Handles for machines on which the fence (viewed from the feed side)
is located to the right or left of the workpiece.

Article no. 9336 Article no. 9337
(for use when the fence (for use when the fence
is on the right) is on the left)
(standard version)

Handle, tall (for tall pushers)

Article no. 9338

Spiked screws for new handles Spiked screws for old handles

Article no. 9327 Article no. 8476

Scope of supply

Pusher handles
A universal design to fit all pushers

Indispensable
protection for

your hands
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The twin hook has proved invaluable for storing pushers. 
For example, it can be used to store longitudinal and side-
thrust pushers on a bench saw. The twin hook is attached 
to the machine table (M10 thread).

Twin hook for pushers

Twin hook incl. hex. nut
Article no. 605

Scope of supply

Twin hook for handles
Pushers are always close at hand thanks to the twin hook

A practical 
accessory
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The locators are threaded M8. Patterns are fixed to workpieces using
these locators.

Article no. 702

Locators for patterns
Workpieces can be machined using a pattern

Simple, but handy
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Scope of supply

Universal handles
Particularly suitable for moulding to templates

Handy helpers

These practical handles are particularly suitable for moulding jobs
(with a template against a ballrace) on spindle moulders.
Universal handles are available in fixed as well as rotating versions.
The handles are supplied with T-nuts (M10 thread).

Fixed universal handle

Article no. 14766

Rotating universal handle

Article no. 14767 
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Tough, flexible plastic hoses with excellent wear resistance and 
integral, internally sealed reinforcing spiral.

Plastic hoses
Hose material: Polyurethane, transparent
Insert material: 1 steel wire spiral, corrosion-protected
Wall thickness: 0.4 mm
Operating range: -40ºC to +100°C

I.d.  38 mm Article no. 13630
I.d.  80 mm Article no. 939
I.d. 100 mm Article no. 9883
I.d. 120 mm Article no. 961
I.d. 150 mm Article no. 12251
I.d. 160 mm Article no. 9884

Scope of supply

Hoses
For connecting safety equipment to dust extraction systems

For clean air
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Quick-release connector with locking device to prevent it from 
opening by itself. Thanks to its rounded edges, the steel clamping
band is gentle on hoses.

Hose clips
Clamping band made of stainless steel. Width = 9 mm. Hose clip
mechanism and screw made of galvanized or nickel-plated steel.

Ø 32 –  50 mm Article no. 13631
Ø 60 – 175 mm Article no. 9882

Scope of supply

Hose clips
For attaching hoses securely

Securely attached



1. Area of application
The following terms of sale apply to business relations with Suva’s Safety Products Service Centre, 
CH-6002 Lucerne, referred to below as “Suva”. Terms of sale imposed by the customer cannot be 
accepted unless agreed to in writing by Suva. All descriptions, specifications and illustrations of the articles
listed are non-binding. We reserve the right to make amendments for reasons based on design and sales.

2. CE standards and quality
All products offered in catalogue no. 88134.d, e, f, and i are STEG-compliant (supported by declarations 
of conformity) and meet the relevant European safety standards. 
All products are made exclusively by quality-conscious manufacturers.

3. Spare parts
These are listed in a separate catalogue.

4. Prices
The price lists valid when orders for goods are placed will apply (enclosed with the catalogue). All price 
lists are subject to amendment. All prices are stated either in Swiss francs or in euros (for exports outside
Switzerland) and are always exclusive of VAT.

5. Terms of payment
All invoices are payable within 30 days either by postal giro or bank-to-bank transfer in Swiss francs or
euros (in the case of orders placed by customers outside Switzerland). Following the expiry of a 30-day
payment deadline, 5% interest is charged on late payment without any further reminders.

6. Packaging, despatch and insurance
Unless otherwise instructed, we will select the method of shipping that appears most expedient to us. 
Risk and expense are assumed by the buyer from the moment when the goods are despatched.

Items sent by post
A cost contribution of CHF 7.00 is currently charged for small shipments.
The effective cost of packaging and carriage will be charged when large shipments are dispatched.
Shipments of goods valued up to CHF 500.00 are automatically insured against damage and loss.
Shipments of goods valued between CHF 500.00 and CHF 1,500.00 can be insured with the postal service
against damage and loss as registered deliveries if required (currently an additional charge of CHF 1.50).

Cargo Domizil
The effective cost of dispatch is charged. All shipments are automatically insured against damage and loss.

Items sent by mail
The actual cost of packaging and carriage (ECONOMY, PRIORITY and URGENT) will be invoiced.
Postal shipments containing goods up to a value of 630.00 euros are insured against damage and theft.
Shipments of goods valued between 630.00 euros and 1,890.00 euros can currently be insured with the
postal service for an additional charge of 9.50 euros.

Shipment by a forwarding agent
Unless otherwise agreed, all additional costs incurred by transport, insurance together with any customs
clearance and other expenses will be invoiced by the forwarding agent.

7. Delivery
The products listed in the catalogue are usually available from stock. Products manufactured to customers’
specifications are supplied within 2 to 3 weeks.
Goods held in stock are despatched within 2 working days in the order in which they are received.

8. Guarantee
Customers must inspect deliveries immediately and inform us in writing of any faults within two working
weeks after receipt of the goods. Hidden faults must also be reported in writing within the same period of
time following their discovery.
In the case of justifiable objections or incorrect deliveries, customers must allow Suva an appropriate period
of time for delivery in accordance with the contract. Customers are not entitled to compensation or the can-
cellation of the contract.
When notified of a fault, Suva is entitled to have the claim checked by its own members of staff or by those
of the manufacturer or by other specialists.
Liability for consequential harm caused by a fault of any kind is excluded within the legally permissible
scope. This applies in particular to indirect damage and loss of profit.
Claims based on product liability are excluded if and to the extent to which this complies with the legal 
system applicable.

9. Returns
Products for which orders are placed are considered to be confirmed sales. Unless otherwise confirmed 
in writing, Suva will not accept the return of products for which orders have been placed.

10. Seat of jurisdiction/Applicable law
The sale of safety products is subject solely to Swiss law, in particular the provisions of the Swiss Code 
of Obligations. Sole seat of jurisdiction is Lucerne.

General terms 
of sale

Switzerland

Outside Switzerland



How to order
Please send your order to the following address together with your customer number (if
available):
Suva, Safety Products Service Centre, P.O. Box 4358, CH-6002 Lucerne

Tel. +41 (0)41 419 5101 or 5227, Fax +41 (0)41 419 5880
E-mail: sicherheitsprodukte@suva.ch, Internet: www.sapros.ch/suvapro

Our business hours are as follows:
Monday to Friday: 8 am to 12 noon and 1.30 pm to 5 pm

Order no. 88134.e


